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Power access courses pack a punch for those in the relevant industries to be equipped with the
right IPAF courses. These power packed courses can cover many aspects of the workflow to
generate high quality work results.

There are many high power access programs offered by IPAF that meet industry standards and
requirements. These also meet the necessary health and safety requirements as specified in the
corresponding legislation.

MEWPS Course

The mobile elevating work platforms course is one of IPAFâ€™s power access programs that have over
90,000 delegates attending every year. It is conducted at over 500 training centers approved by
IPAF in various locations across the globe for delegatesâ€™ convenience.

The course was designed to help those involved with work at heights and who need to operate or
handle access equipment.

Although this is just a one day course, much is taught to the candidates on the best practices, safety
and health issues, operational techniques and types of machineries used in various industries.

Successful candidates would be awarded an IPAF certificate for completing this course. Candidates
would also get a copy of the IPAF photo identification as well as a copy of the Operatorsâ€™ Safety
Guide and PAL Card log book.

The certification and identity card are valid for 5 years before the candidate needs to undergo a
refresher course.

This is the basic requirement by the local authorities with regards to work at heights environment for
any personnel operating in that industry. Such power access course training would ensure that work
is successfully conducted by competent people who have had the rightÂ training and equipped with
the relevant technical knowledge.

This coveted IPAF power access qualification is widely accepted all over the world.

Qualified Trainers

It is important to be trained under qualified and approved trainers who have the IPAF accreditation.
These trainers should also be experienced with various industries and equipment used at work at
heights environment; hence, they would be able to relate their experiences to the learners to avoid
mistakes and reduce risks or danger.

Qualified IPAF trainers would be able to conduct the IPAF power access programs accurately as
they are aware of the scope of the course syllabus and they are familiar with the course
requirements. They are always updated with the latest Health and Safety regulations by the
authorities to give the latest information and regulations to the learners. They are also updated with
the latest training methods to conduct these power access trainings.
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Czeslawa Wakefield - About Author:
We are UK leading Provider of a IPAF training courses. Astra Safety Training provide you with
accredited a powered access courses. Proficient trainers choose the best training for your current
requirements.
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